TO: News Media Blotter

EVEREST METRO POLICE DEPARTMENT MEDIA BLOTTER
IF ADDITIONAL INFORMATION IS SOUGHT ON ANY SPECIFIC TOPIC, PLEASE CONTACT:
Chief Clay Schulz, Captain Shane Heilmann, or Captain Nicholas Aldrich
Start Date: 05/29/2020

DATE OF
CALL

05/31/2020

05/30/2020

06/02/2020

06/02/2020

06/03/2020

End Date: 06/05/2020

ADDRESS

Send Date: Friday

DESCRIPTION

A 27 year old male was arrested on a felony warrant
out of Marathon County for failure to appear on a
possession of methamphetamine charge, as well as
Ross Avenue
cited for OAR 4th offense after a traffic stop involving
At Depot Street
his vehicle with no license plates on Ross Avenue
City of Schofield
east of Depot Street in the City of Schofield. This
case is cleared by arrest with no further follow up
necessary.
On 05/30/2020 at about 12:43 p.m., I responded to
Target located at 2707 Schofield Avenue in the
Target
Village of Weston, in reference to a shoplifting
2707 Schofield Avenue complaint. Investigation revealed that a 40 year old
Village of Weston
female left Target without purchasing items and
passed all points of purchase without permission.
This case is cleared by arrest.
A 60 year old female reports the theft of jewelry from
7000 block of
her mother’s residence on Callon Avenue in the
Callon Avenue
Village of Weston, sometime between 09/01/2019
Village of Weston
and 12/31/2019. This case will be considered closed.
On 06/02/2020, a 26 year old female reported her 24
year old live in boyfriend had received a Facebook
2600 block of
message from a 30 year old female regarding the 26
Jelinek Avenue
year old female. The 26 year old female and 24 year
Village of Weston
old male reside on Jelinek Avenue in the Village of
Weston.
The 30 year old female violated a
harassment injunction. This case is closed.
A 65 year old female reports an unknown person
sometime in the past two or three weeks took out all
4400 Block of
of the screws to a storm window on her lower level of
Leduc Street
her residence. The interior window was locked and
Village of Weston
undamaged. The reporting party does not believe
access was gained into her residence and nothing is
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06/04/2020

6000 block of
Birch Street
Village of Weston

06/04/2020

East Everest Avenue
and Camp Phillips
Road
Village of Weston

missing or damaged. This case is closed with no
follow up needed.
On 06/04/2020, a 42 year old male was arrested
following a domestic violence incident that occurred
on Birch Street, in the Village of Weston. The male
was arrested for SUBSTANTIAL BATTERY AND
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE. This case is cleared by
arrest with no follow up required.
On 06/03/2020, a 24 year old female was arrested for
operating motor vehicle while under the influence
after contacted was made with her due to an attempt
to locate where a named complainant reported the
female had been driving the vehicle and that she also
had been drinking all day. This case is cleared by
arrest with no follow up needed.

END REPORT
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